Derived conditional discrimination was evaluated in 2 men with mental retardation whose language was limited to gestural requests. In each conditional-discrimination task, sample stimuli were arbitrary visual forms and comparison stimuli were black squares presented in 2 of the 4 corners of a computer screen . Subjects learned to select 1 position (P1) in the presence of 2 different samples (A1 and 81), and to select a different position (P2) in the presence of another 2 samples (A2 and 82) . Next, new position responses (P3 and P4) were taught in the presence of A 1 and A2, respectively. Tests then showed that the 81 and 82 sample stimuli controlled selection of P3 and P4, respectively. The data for 1 subject provided strong evidence fo r derived conditional responding, wh ile the data for the other were suggestive. This is 1 of a very few studies of derived conditional discrimination in individuals without naming skills.
Understanding derived stimulus control, that is, stimulus control that is not trained directly, is a perennial challenge in psychology. Derived stimulus control partly defines such psychological terms as class, category, and concept learning. Currently, much activity is being directed towards associative concept learning , in which derived relations involve physically dissimilar stimuli (Zentall, Galizio, & Critchfield, 2002) . Many current studies use a visual, arbitrary matching-to-sample (MTS) procedure. In two-choice arbitrary MTS, one of two sample stimuli is presented on each trial. A response to the sample produces two visual comparison stimuli, with the location of each varying across trials. Subjects learn to select each comparison in the presence of only one of the samples . In tests for symmetry, comparison stimuli become samples and vice versa. Tests Support came from the NICHD program project, Communication of People with Mental Retardation P01 HD 18955, and from the Mental Retardation Research Center P30 HD 02528 at the University of Kansas. Jennifer O'Donnell , who is now at Allegheny College, was supported by T32 HD 07525. We thank Colleen Eisenbart and Mark Johnston for assistance conducting the study, and Pat White for editorial assistance . We appreciate support and assistance of the Parsons State Hospital and Training Center. Address correspondence to Kate Saunders, Parsons Research Center, 2601 Gabriel , Parsons, KS 67357. (E-mail: ksaunders@ku.edu). for transitivity can be presented after two conditional relations involving an overlapping stimulus are taught, for example, AB and BC. Transitivity tests determine whether AC relations emerge. Positive outcomes on both symmetry and transitivity tests define equivalence relations (Sidman & Tailby, 1982) .
The literature contains many demonstrations of equivalence relations in normally capable adults and school-age children. There are few published studies involving individuals with little-to-no language, including very young children or individuals with mental retardation (O'Donnell & Saunders, 2003) . Studies of these populations answer an important question: What kinds of emergent performances do not depend on naming or self instruction. Moreover, such studies may eventually allow discovery of the environmental and developmental histories that are crucial to the rapid demonstration of derived stimulus control often seen in older, normally capable children and adults.
Thus far, few individuals with documented extreme language limitations have been exposed to equivalence tests (O'Donnell & Saunders, 2003) . Results have been mixed. Devany, Hayes, and Nelson (1986) found negative results in 3 nonverbal, preschool children with mental retardation. Across two experiments, Carr, Wilkinson, Blackman, and Mcllvane (2000) reported positive equivalence-test results in 4 of 5 nonspeaking subjects with severe mental retardation whose repertoires consisted primarily of mands. Brady and McLean (2000) demonstrated both symmetry and transitivity in 2 of 4 nonspeaking individuals with severe mental retardation.
Across the three aforementioned studies, tests for equivalence relations were positive in 6 of 12 subjects. Of the six demonstrations, five built on spoken-word-to-object relations that were in the subjects' repertoires before the study. (In Carr et aI., 2000, however, the stimulus classes ultimately included several unfamiliar stimuli.) Such procedures differ from those most often used in studies of normally capable adults, in which all prerequisite conditional relations involve nonsense stimuli that are established in the laboratory. A benefit of building on existing performances, however, is that it can be very difficult to establish arbitrary MTS in individuals with mental retardation (K. .
Here, we have taken a different tactic for the study of laboratory-taught relations, by systematically replicating procedures used in the strongest demonstration of derived stimulus control in pigeons (Wasserman, DeVolder, & Coppage, 1992) . The Wasserman et al. study used a conditional-position-discrimination procedure; the highlights are simplified here. In Step 1, pigeons learned to peck the same location on the display (e.g., upper right corner) in the presence of two different sample stimuli, A1 and B1, and a different location (e.g., lower left corner) in the presence of two other sample stimuli, A2 and B2. In Step 2, new position responses were established in the presence of A 1 and A2-one of the stimuli controlling a response to each location. In Step 3, tests showed that the remaining two stimuli also controlled the new responses. That is, B1 and B2 controlled the same new responses as A 1 and A2, respectively.
Pigeons have also shown positive, but somewhat smaller, derivedstimulus-control effects with a similar procedure, but with abstract forms in varied locations as the comparison stimuli (e.g., Urcuioli, Zentall , Jackson-Smith, & Steirn, 1989) . Moreover, Spradlin and Dixon (1995) demonstrated a similar form of derived stimulus control in 2 children with severe and profound mental retardation, but using a simple-successivediscrimination procedure. The responses were pressing a button and pulling a Lindsley manipulandum.
In the procedures we have just discussed, sample stimuli remain samples in the transfer task, and comparison stimuli remain comparisons. We have suggested that such unidirectional transfer may occur more readily in nonverbal subjects than does transfer involving symmetry (Saunders, Williams, & Spradlin, 1996) . Perhaps the study of emergent behavior in language-limited subjects would proceed more rapidly if unidirectional transfer were the initial goal. Moreover, use of the conditional-position procedure should facilitate rapid acquisition of the baseline conditional discriminations (Carter & Eckerman, 1975) .
A further challenge in the study of derived performances lies in the maintenance of behavior on test trials. There is no "one-size-fits-all" solution to this problem. In studies involving verbal subjects, performance feedback is generally not given in test sessions, and test sessions are preceded by instructions to that effect. Sometimes, test trials are mixed with intermittently reinforced baseline trials. With this procedure, the risk is that subjects may discriminate the zero reinforcement frequency, as in Sidman , Kirk, & Willson-Morris (1985) . In contrast to studies involving humans, studies of animal subjects almost always present differential reinforcement on test trials. In one method, reinforcers are presented contingent on the predicted derived responses in one group, and on "incorrect" responses in another (Urcuioli et aI., 1989) . Another method is to present differential reinforcement on all test trials, but test across a number of stimulus sets. In this method, convincing data on derived performances can come only from the first trial of each test, before reinforcement occurs (e.g. , Schusterman & Kastak, 1993) . The study by Wasserman et al. (1992) , which is systematically replicated here and which has produced the strongest evidence of unidirectional transfer in pigeons, every test-trial response produced a reinforcer (regardless of accuracy). This procedure both eliminates the need for a control group and does not restrict the usable data to the first few trials. No published study has used nondifferential reinforcement with language-limited human subjects. One goal of the present study was to determine the feasibility of this method.
In summary, the present study is among a very small number that focus on derived conditional discrimination in nonverbal human subjects. It differs from most demonstrations in this population in that it does not build on existing spoken-word-to-picture relations. The stimuli were all visual : abstract forms and positions on the computer screen. It also differs in that only unidirectional transfer is tested. Finally, the study used nondifferential reinforcement of test-trial responses.
Method

Subjects
Two men with mental retardation participated; neither took psychotropic medication. Treatment records described both men as nonverbal. They were untestable with standardized IQ tests. In addition, they did not achieve a basal score on either the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test3rd ed. (PPVT-3) or the Word Classes and Relations subtest of the Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language. These receptive-vocabulary tests use a tabletop, spoken-word-to-picture MTS procedure. Subject KH, a 40-year-old man with mental retardation and autism, had a profound expressive language deficit. On the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS), which are based on caregiver ratings, KH's expressive and receptive communication ages were 8 and 15 months, respectively. Subject JC was a 41-year-old man with Down syndrome and mental retardation. On the V ABS, his expressive and receptive communication age equivalents were 13 and 30 months, respectively. Treatment records indicated that JC used gestures to "convey likes, dislikes, and basic needs."
Subject JC was given an additional assessment to determine the potential function of his gestures (see Brady & McLean, 2000) . Two types of scripted analogues were presented. One type was designed to evoke mands. The subject was given a history of completing a task that ended with a reinforcer. Then, a trial was presented in which an item that had been essential to the completion of the task was missing (e.g., an establishing operation). The second type of scripted analogue determined whether the subject called the experimenter's attention to a strange occurrence in the environment (e.g., a clown appeared behind the experimenter's back). JC oriented towards the experimenter and gestured in the manding analogue, he never gestured in the second type of analogue. These findings suggest that his communication was limited to gestural manding.
Finally, both subjects were given a programmed assessment of generalized identity matching (Dube, lennaco, & Mcllvane, 1993 ) using abstract two-dimensional forms like the stimuli used in the present study. Subject KH ultimately showed 100% accuracy. Subject JC met the failure criterion, however, by showing chance accuracy on a trial-unique identitymatching task for four 12-trial blocks. Previous laboratory experience. In a previous study, both subjects had learned one 2-choice, conditional position discrimination using blocked-trial procedures (K. Saunders, Johnston, Tompkins, & Williams, 1995) .
Apparatus
Subjects sat in a small room facing a 30-cm monitor, with a resistive, touch-sensitive screen, set into a wall at eye level. To the lower right of the monitor, a clear plastic cup protruded through the wall. A belt feeder, mounted behind the wall , dispensed pieces of snack food into the cup. Auditory consequences were presented via external speakers. Session events were presented and responses recorded by software developed by Dube (1991) . The experimenter observed the session through a one-way mirror.
Procedure
One 50-trial session was conducted approximately 3-4 days per week. Sessions lasted 10-20 minutes. As subjects had learned a conditional position discrimination in a previous study, trial-and-error teaching procedures were used. Each trial began with the presentation of one of two samples in the center of the screlen. Samples were black, arbitrary shapes or Greek letters approximately 3-cm square. Each sample was presented equally often and randomly with the restriction that the same sample was not presented on more than three consecutive trials. Touching the sample produced the position stimuli, which were identical black squares located in two of the four corners of the screen (see upper panel of Figure 1 Touching the sample stimulus after presentation of the position stimuli had no programmed consequences. Touching the correct position was followed by a 1-s computer-generated series of tones, delivery of a small edible, removal of the stimuli, and initiation of a 5-s intertrial interval (ITI). Touching the incorrect position was followed by a brief buzz, a black screen for 3 s, and then initiation of the ITI. Touching the screen during the ITI reset the ITI.
Stimulus sets. Training and testing occurred across at least three stimulus sets for each subject. Each sample stimulus was used in only one stimulus set (i.e., the A 1 stimulus in Set A differed from the A 1 stimulus in Set B), and each stimulus set involved a unique combination of comparison positions. The top panel of Figure 1 shows the comparison locations used in all sets for JC and all but one set, Set H, for KH. The locations for Set H are shown in the lower panel. Table 1 shows the comparison positions designated as correct in training and testing for each stimulus set. The sets are shown in the order in which they were presented for each subject. Note that the 2 subjects were exposed to different stimulus sets (i.e., different samples and corresponding positions), with the exception that each subject's control set (described later) was the other subject's first training set. Note. *There were no training sessions prior to these tests.
Training (Steps 1-5). Table 2 summarizes the training procedures for one example stimulus set. In Step 1, touching one of two positions was reinforced in the presence of Sample A 1 and touching the other position Table 2 Samples "A" and "B" and Corresponding Positions in Original Training (Steps 1-3 was reinforced in the presence of Sample A2. For example, for Set A, touching Position 4 in the presence of A 1 and touching Position 3 in the presence of A2 was reinforced. This step continued until accuracy was 90% or greater in the presence of each sample for one session.
In
Step 2, all sessions began with
Step-1 trials to ensure maintenance; these trials were presented until 9 of 10 consecutive trials were correct. For the rest of the session , a new 2-choice conditional discrimination was presented. The choice positions were the same as in Step 1, but there were new samples, B 1 and B2. The positions designated correct in the presence of B1 and B2 were the same as for A1 and A2, respectively. This step continued until accuracy in a session was (a) at least 90% overall on Step-1 maintenance trials and (b) at least 90% in the presence of each new sample (B1 and B2).
Step 3 involved a mix of the two conditional discriminations taught in Steps 1 and 2. All four samples (A1, A2 , B1 , and B2) were presented quasi-randomly, and responses were reinforced as described above. This step continued until accuracy was 90% or greater in the presence of each of the four samples for four consecutive sessions. Remediation sessions were conducted if overall accuracy was less than 75% for one session or less than 80% for two consecutive sessions and was not increasing. All remediation sessions included both conditional discriminations, even if accuracy was low on only one of them . To ensure maintenance, the conditional discrimination with higher accuracy was presented first until 9 of 10 trials were responded to correctly. Then, the less-accurate conditional discrimination was presented for the rest of the session. When accuracy for both conditional discriminations was at least 90% for one remediation session , Step 3 was resumed.
Step 4, reassignment training, the black squares appeared in two new positions (i.e., positions that were not used in Steps 1-3) , and only the A samples were presented. For example, in Set A, the black squares were presented in Positions 2 and 5. Touching Position 2 in the presence of A 1 and Position 5 in the presence of A2 were reinforced.
Step 4 ended when accuracy was 90% or greater in the presence of each of the two samples for two consecutive sessions .
Step 5 involved alternating
Step-3 and
Step-4 sessions.
Step-3 sessions were presented first, until accuracy with each of the samples was 90% or greater for one session, then Step-4 sessions were presented until the same criterion was met. Sessions alternated as such until criterion was met in a single session for each of four consecutive sessions, ending with a Step-4 session (i.e., Step 3, Step 4, Step 3, Step 4).
Testing (Step 6). For the first stimulus set for each subject, testing consisted of presenting only test (Step-6) sessions. In test sessions, the first 20 trials were a review of Step 4 (reassignment). If accuracy on the 20, Step-4 trials was at least 90%, the remaining 40 trials consisted of 12 test trials and 28 additional Step-4 trials, randomly intermixed. Otherwise, only
Step-4 trials were presented. Test trials consisted of B samples with the new positions (trained in Step 4) as comparisons. Thus, for Set A, touching Position 2 in the presence of B1 and touching Position 5 in the presence of B2 would reflect derived stimulus control based on the preceding training.
Note that the testing phase initially did not include maintenance of the two original conditional discriminations (the discriminations taught in Steps 1 and 2, and intermixed in Step 3). In the middle of the testing phase for the second stimulus set, we added review trials because both subjects were showing highly variable test accuracy. We added at least one Step-3-review session before each test session . Given at least 90% accuracy, the next session was a test session.
To prevent disruption of performance due to extinction, every response on test trials, regardless of accuracy, produced the jingle and food delivery (as in Wasserman et aI., 1992) . Responses on baseline trials, however, were reinforced differentially in accordance with previous training . Testing continued until test-trial accuracy was stable, with baseline accuracy of 90% or greater, or for a maximum of five test sessions. Test performance was considered stable when test accuracy was identical for two consecutive test sessions, or there was a difference of no more than two "correct" responses for three consecutive test sessions.
Control procedures. Subjects with conditional-discrimination experience can demonstrate generalized conditional responding (R. Saunders, Saunders, Kirby, & Spradlin, 1989; Stromer, 1986) . That is, if presented a novel conditional discrimination in the absence of differential feedback, subjects may select one comparison in the presence of one sample, and the other comparison in the presence of the second sample. For subjects who demonstrate generalized conditional responding, the probability of a positive test outcome with a two-choice procedure is .50. Thus, we presented control procedures to determine whether or not the subjects exhibited generalized conditional responding. The absence of conditional responding in control trials would suggest that high accuracy on test trials was not due to generalized conditional responding. That is, if participants did not exhibit generalized conditional responding under these control conditions, it seems unlikely that they would do so under the test conditions. There were two versions of the control procedure. The first was presented to Subject JC only: After testing with Set H, we presented two sessions, each with a novel sample and position combination . Every response produced a reinforcer. Both subjects were exposed to a second control procedure. It presented only Step 4 (training) and Step 6 (testing) with a novel stimulus set. That is, Steps 1 and 3 were removed, so there was no basis for derived stimulus control. The stimulus set used for each subject was the set that had been presentE3d to the other subject in the first training condition (i.e. , Set A was used for Subject JC and Set D was used for Subject KH).
Step-4 training sessions were conducted until accuracy was at least 90% in the presence of each sample for four consecutive sessions. As previously, test sessions began with 20
Step-4 training trials and, given at least 90% accuracy, branched to a mix of 28
Step-4 trials and 12 test trials. Responses on all test trials produced a reinforcer, and responses on Step-4 trials (trials with A 1 and A2 samples) were reinforced differentially. Table 1 lists, for each subject, the number of sessions conducted prior to the first test with each stimulus set. Figure 2 shows percentages correct in all test (Step-6) and control sessions. Bars represent accuracy on test trials, and closed circles represent accuracy on baseline (Step-4) trials.
Results
In the first stimulus set presented, both subjects showed accuracy of at least 90% in all test sessions. In tests with their second stimulus set, both subjects showed accuracy of 100%, Subject JC immediately and Subject KH after accuracy increased over three sessions. In subsequent test sessions within the second stimulus set, however, accuracy decreased to chance levels. This decrease may have occurred because the procedure did not include a review of the first two prerequisite conditional discriminations during the testing phase. After ~~2 (Subject KH) and 25 (Subject JC) Steps 3-5 review sessions, test sessions were presented again. The testing procedure was changed, however, to include Step-3 (A-sample) review sessions prior to each test session, and both subjects subsequently showed highly accurate test performance.
In the third set presented , Subject KH showed test accuracy of 100% in the first test session . Behavior problems resulted in Subject KH 's discontinuation at this point, with his control procedures to be conducted at a later date. For Subject JC, training was discontinued for Sets F and G when we were unable to maintain criterion performance on the trained relations. With both of those sets, Steps 1-4 were established relatively quickly (in 22 sessions for Set F and in 11 sessions for Set
... ... G), but it was difficult to maintain high accuracy during Step 5, in which
Step-3 (a mixture of the originally trained A and B relations) and Step-4 (reassignment relations with the A samples) sessions alternated each time accuracy was at least 90%. Subject JC's unstable accuracy during
Step 5 primarily involved relations with the A samples, which had been involved in reassignment training . During Step 5 for Set F, accuracy on the originally trained relations with A samples ranged from 30 to 100%, with a mean of 81 %. Accuracy on the trained relations with the B samples was higher, ranging from 70 to 100% with a mean of 94%. For the reassignment relations with the A samples, accuracy fell to as low as 30%, and averaged 67%. For the next set, Set G, Step 5 included 4
Step-4 and 12
Step-3 sessions (there were more Step-3 sessions because steps were presented until accuracy was 90%). In the Step-3 sessions, accuracy on the B-sample relations was always 100%, while accuracy with A samples ranged from 53% to 100%, with a mean of 82%.
Because worsening accuracy across sets may have been caused by reusing stimulus positions across stimulus sets, the next stimulus set (Set H, given to Subject JC only) included novel positions (see Figure  1) . For Set H, Steps 1-4 were established quickly (in 14 sessions), but 37 sessions were required to meet criterion on Step 5. Although accuracy was somewhat higher overall , the error pattern was the same as described for Sets F and G. On the first test session , test trials were not presented because accuracy on baseline (Step-4) trials in the first 20 trials was below chance levels (represented by the first data point).
Step 5 was reestablished in the six sessions, but low Step-4 accuracy (33%) in the first 20 trials of the subsequent test session again prevented testing. Prior to the next test, the number of sessions requ ired to meet the Step-5 criterion was doubled, such that eight consecutive sessions (alternating Step 4 and Step 5) with at least 90% accuracy were required. After an additional 17 sessions of Step 5, testing was attempted for a third time. Accuracy on the taught relations remained above 90% during this testing phase. In the first test, however, Subject JC touched the same position on every test trial. In the second test, he responded conditionally, but opposite to the expected response pattern.
Neither subject showed generalized conditional responding in the control conditions. Subject KH selected the same position on every trial. Because Subject JC had responded conditionally (but incorrectly) in the final test session for Set H, he was exposed to two control procedures. In the single-session tests of generalized conditional responding, Subject JC touched the same position (Position 9) on all but one trial in the first test, and in the second test, he touched the same position (Position 5) on all trials. He also showed no generalized conditional responding in the final control condition, which used the Set A stimuli.
Discussion
Two nonverbal men with mental retardation showed derived stimulus control under a conditional-position -discrimination procedure. One subject, KH, provided strong evidence, showing highly accurate derived performance across three different stimulus sets. The second subject, JC, showed highly accurate test performance across the first two stimulus sets. Subsequently, we encountered training difficulties that will be discussed later. These subjects are among a very few in the literature on derived conditional discrimination who are documented to have extremely limited language. They do not speak, engage in no symbolic communication , and have extremely limited receptive language. One of the men communicated with gestures, but emitted only mands. Moreover, the study extends this literature in that all of the conditional relations involved in the study were established in the laboratory (i.e. , the derived relations did not build on previously existing spoken-word-to-picture relations) and derived stimulus control was shown with more than one stimulus set.
The study systematically replicated procedures by Wasserman et al. (1992) . As in that study (and in many studies of derived stimulus control including stimulus equivalence), review of the taught relations after testing had begun (in Set B for Subject KH and Set E for Subject JC) increased subsequent accuracy on test trials.
One goal of the present study was to provide within-subject replications across several stimulus sets, a demonstration that has not been attempted in previous studies with this population. For Subject JC's third and fourth stimulus sets, however, we were unable to maintain high accuracy when the "reassignment" conditional discrimination and the original conditional discriminations were alternated across sessions. This failure may have resulted from reusing the same positions in different combinations across stimulus sets. For example, in Set E, responses to Position 2 were reassigned to Position 3, and responses to Position 4 were reassigned to Position 5. In the next set, Set G, the positions were related in the opposite fashion (3 and 4; 5 and 2). Thus, the subjects were required to learn new relations that conflicted with previous relations. We attempted to resolve this possible stimulus-control conflict by creating new positions (Set H), but Subject JC again showed unstable accuracy when Step-3 and Step-4 sessions were alternated. Although JC eventually met a more stringent criterion prior to testing in Set H, this occurred after a lengthy history of inconsistent stimulus control, making the Set-H results difficult to interpret.
The training difficulties with Subject JC suggest that the conditionalposition-discrimination procedure used here may not be appropriate for replication across stimulus sets (in which different combinations of a limited number of positions are used). This caution may be especially applicable to the present subject population. An alternative usage of the conditional position procedure could be to use the same-position combinations each time novel samples are introduced. For example, building on the present procedures, after transfer had been shown with the Set-D sample stimuli, the procedures could be replicated with two new pairs of samples, but with the same position responses. The demonstration would be somewhat different, however, from what we attempted. Rather than replicating class formation, each subsequent set would add stimuli to the classes formed in the first set (via the common position).
Control conditions suggested that the positive test outcomes were due not simply to generalized conditional responding and happenstance selection of the correct comparison stimuli. Neither subject demonstrated generalized conditional responding in formal tests. There was evidence of generalized conditional responding for Subject JC, however, within one of his tests for derived stimulus control. His selections were 100% incorrect in the second test session of the third stimulus set, with which he reached the testing phase (Set H). In three subsequent tests for generalized condition responding, however, JC did not demonstrate conditional responding.
Another distinctive feature of the study was its use of nondifferential reinforcement on test trials. As in Wasserman et al. (1992) , the study showed improvements in test accuracy across sessions within a set, despite the delivery of reinforcers for less accurate performance. Such improvements are shown in Set B for Subject KH and in Set E for Subject JC. In contrast, under the control procedures, both participants responded to the same position in the presence of both samples on all trials for two consecutive sessions. A concern with the use of nondifferential reinforcement in control sessions might be that reinforcer delivery on the first trial "locked in" the position response, thus compromising the test for generalized conditional responding . As noted, however, fluctuation in responding occurred within and across emergent-performance test sessions, despite nondifferential reinforcement. This result suggests that the differences in outcome between emergent-performance and control tests may not have been caused by the use of nondifferential reinforcement.
Finally, the tests that were given do not meet the classic definition of equivalence relations presented by Sidman and Tailby (1982) . This feature may have been critical to the positive outcome that was shown. In the present procedure, the control of comparison sE~lection transferred from one sample stimulus to another. Sample stimuli remained samples and comparison stimuli remained comparisons (i.e., unidirectional transfer). There was nothing resembling a test for symmetry, in which sample and comparison stimuli reverse roles. Nonetheless, the outcome demonstrates concept learning in individuals with minimal verbal repertoires, a rarity in the literature.
It would have been possible to construct additional tests to meet the definition of equivalence. Such tests would use a conventional arbitrary MTS format to determine whether subjects would match two former samples that controlled the same comparison selection . For example, "A" stimuli could serve as samples and "B" stimuli as comparisons (and vice versa) . Would the subjects select Comparison B1 (and not B2) when the sample was A 1? A negative outcome on these tests, however, would be difficult to interpret. These subjects had no conventional arbitrary MTS experience in the laboratory, and they did not achieve a basal score on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (which is a spoken-word-to-picture arbitrary MTS task). One of the subjects, JC, had not demonstrated identity MTS despite the use of a programmed··assessment procedure. Thus, failure on tests involving arbitrary matching could be caused by inexperience with the task. It is difficult to teach arbitrary matching to individuals with such severe developmental limitations, particularly when the stimuli are abstract two-dimensional forms like the ones used here. Moreover, it is highly likely that these subjects' extensive histories with the conditional-position procedure would have compounded these difficulties, because comparison position would become irrelevant in the arbitrary matching task.
This study leaves unanswered the question of whether subjects with extreme language limitations are more likely to show derived performances involving abstract visual stimuli under the present "unidirectional" procedures than under Sidman-equivalence procedures. Moreover, given the low number of such subjects who have been studied under either procedure, the generality of findings currently in the literature is, of course, far from established. The present report contributes an evaluation of one kind of derived performance in adults with documented extreme verbal limitations.
